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Ba poem leisure questions and answers

Poem What kind of life if, full of care, we do not have time to stand and watch. No time to stand under the branches and watch as long as the sheep or cows. There is no time to see when the forests we pass, where squirrels hide their nuts in the grass. No time to see, in broad daylight, streams full of stars
like the sky at night. No time to turn around the look of the beauty, and watch her feet as they can dance. No time to wait until her mouth can enrich that smile her eyes have begun. Poor life is, if, full of care, we don't have time to stand and watch. William Davis: William Davis was born in 1871 and died in
1940. After serving as an apprentice photo frame maker, he wandered the U.S. across the Atlantic many times on cattle boats, became a pedlar and street singer in England and at the end of his life, published his first volume of poems The Destroyer of the Soul and other poems, in 1905. This was
followed by The Poems of Nature and others, in 1908. Davis was something of a recluse, and this man has never been so well known to the public as his work, which has reached great popularity. What distinguishes his work from his Georgian contemporaries is the truth and simplicity of his texts. The
idea of the poem: As the title of the poem suggests, it is about having time to enjoy the various delights of life. They can range from the most ordinary everyday pleasure just looking at things to extra-ordinary, like a twist on the look of beauty. The poet laments the haste and haste in which we spend our
lives depriving ourselves of the richness and diversity that life offers. He believes that life should be relished in a leisurely manner - repeating the line: We do not have time to stand and watch, emphasizes the basic idea of the poet. Reference: These lines were taken from a poem by Leisure written by
William Davis. Context: This poem is a protest against a person's unnecessary commitment to peace. We are always in a hurry and do not have free time to look at the beauty spread around us. Unhappy life of a man brings him nothing but sadness and worries. Explanation: (Lines 1 - 4) In these lines the
poet mourns our hasty life. The poet says that we cannot call this life a pure life if it is full of worries and anxieties. We don't have time to stand in a certain place and look closely at nature. Even we can not save a few minutes to stand under the branches of green trees and enjoy the beautiful and light
shades of trees. Ordinary animals, such as sheep and cows, are better than us in enjoying life. We cannot look at ordinary animals, such as sheep and cows grazing in pastures. We have made a commitment to peaceful affairs unnecessarily and cannot enjoy the nature and natural beauty spreading
around us. (Lines 5 - 6) In these lines the poet speaks when we pass through the forest, we don't have time to stop at Moments to look at the trees are tall and short, and enjoy their natural beauty. Dark green trees provide a soothing effect, but we are always sick of the hurried and can't enjoy at least the
simple beauty. Also we can not look at small animals as squirrels hiding their food grains in the grass for the winter. This insignificant scene can also give us relief. (Lines 7 - 8) In these lines, the poet says that people cannot see the beauty that is hidden in the streams. In the daytime, when the sun's rays
fall on the clean water of streams, the water is reflected and shines like stars in the sky at night. Sometimes the water of the streams, because of its clarity seems so beautiful that even stones underwater can be observed that look like stars in pure blue water. This scene also resembles stars shining in the
sky at night. (Lines 9 - 10) - (11 - 12) The poet says we are so lucky that we can't watch a girl or a woman who dances in a field. The dancing girl's legs are very attractive and mesmerizing, but we can't spare time to look at these legs as they dance. This dancing girl can also entertain us with her
performance. The poet also grieves that we do not have time to wait for the words, the mouth of a dancing girl must pronounce. As a kind of smile appeared in her eyes, but we can not wait such a time as the words from her eyes are transmitted to her lips. These words can entertain us. In fact, the poet
uses impersonation, a poetic device, to explain the natural beauty scattered around us. The poet embodies beauty as a young beautiful dancing girl with a smiling face. (Lines 13 - 14) In these closing lines the poet says with regret that our poor life. In a way, it can't be life if it's full of worries and worries.
Unfortunately, we do not have time to stand still and look closely at nature, which can refresh us. As such, our life is nothing but crying for and out. As human beings we need to save some points and look at the nature and natural beauty that spreads around us and enjoy life. Author: Asad Hussain FSc
part 1 English Poem 11 Leisure Short answer to the question. 11th Grade English Poem 11 Leisure A short answer to a question. Each question has two marks. In short, there are a total of 8 marks of short verse questions given in question Number 4 of the paper. leisure. Important Answers Answers
What kind of life if full of care We do not have time to stand and watch. Discuss briefly the message the poet gives across these lines? OR Describe in your own words william Davis's views on the life of the man of our time? OR Writing in fifteen sentences the contents of the poem Leisure? The first two
lines of William Henry Davis's Leisure: Leisure: it's a life if, full of care, we don't have time to stand and watch. answer rashid21; William Henry Davis' Leisure teaches us what life must be meaningful. A meaningful life is like a child's. We have to find time to stand like cows and sheep and look around us
and enjoy the beautiful nature. Leisure William Henry Davis teaches us what should be a meaningful life. A meaningful life is like a child's. We have to find time to stand like cows and sheep and look around us and enjoy the beautiful nature. We don't have to rush into life. In a life that is full of anxiety, it is
a poor life. Strofa 1. What kind of life is it if, full of care, LEISURE William Davis. Explanations of the Line (1-4) Help: These lines were taken from a poem by Leisure written by William Devise. Context: In this poem, the poet criticizes ( انرک دیقنت  ) the intense ( دیدش ) materialism ( یتسرپ تیدام  ) of modern life.
Modern man took part and devoted himself to collecting and making money. What is the post poem entitles to leisure wh davies? Unanswered questions Norton found bloodhound.w32.ep on your computer and deleted it but couldn't fix it, how can it be fixed? in his opinion, people do not have time to
enjoy the natural beauty around it. There is no time to see, in broad daylight streams, full of stars like the sky at night. In these lines, the poet describes that man cannot see the beauty hidden in the streams. When... What do you do in your spare time? Are you reading a book/play a game/watch a
movie/go for a walk/listen to music/watch tv/visit a friend/admire the beauty of nature? Now let's read the poem. Let's start by reading the poem aloud to enjoy its rhythm. Then read it silently and slowly- and try to answer the following questions. Leisure - Poem by William Henry Davis. Autoplay next video.
What kind of life is it if, full of care, we don't have time to stand and watch. No time to stand under the branches and watch as long as the sheep or cows. There is no time to see when the forests we pass, where squirrels hide their nuts in the grass. leisure William Henry Davis teaches us what should be a
meaningful life. A meaningful life is like a child's. We must find time to stand like cows and sheep and around us and enjoy the beautiful nature. We don't have to rush into life. A A which is full of anxiety is a bad life. Stanza 1 What kind of life is it if, full of care, we don't have time to stand and watch. No



time to stand under the branches and watch as long as the sheep or cows. Meaning Full care - Full of anxiety/concerns/tension stare - Look / see below - Under the - Home tree branch Stare as long as sheep and cows - sheep and cows are least worried about what's going on around them. The questions
and answers about what kind of life the poet complains about? The poet complains about life, which is complicated by the human way of life. Today a man thinks he is too busy to enjoy the bounty (gifts) of the land that are beautiful and soothing. Why is the poet not satisfied with the stressed life? The
poet is not happy with the modern way of life, full of stress. In his opinion, life is an opportunity to enjoy the beauty around us. Why does the poet choose the example of sheep and cows? Sheep and cows are peaceful animals, tamed and domesticated easily. They are rarely in a hurry. Unlike most
animals, cows and sheep do not attack other animals unless it is for self-defense. What does a poet want people to make life meaningful? The poet wants people to start enjoying the beauty of nature. He advises us to put an end to the stress we put into life. People, unfortunately, believe that a serious
lifestyle makes it worth it. He wants us to shed the worries we put into our simple lives. We must find time to see the beauty of nature. We have to stop under the trees and see to see the birds and butterflies that silently flutter from branch to branch. We have to be like sheep and cows that endlessly look
at something as if they are lost in their sleep. Stanza 2 There is no time to see when the forests we pass, where squirrels hide their nuts in the grass. No time to see, in broad daylight, streams full of stars like the sky at night. Value Woods - Forests /Trees When Forests We Pass - When passing through
forest streams - Rivers streams full of stars - Shining bubbles in rivers Questions and answers What can be seen passing through the forest? As we pass through the forest, we see squirrels running away with nuts. They're in a hurry to hide them from little thieves. Sometimes we can see an infinite
number of sparks of sunlight reflecting on the ripples of streams. These sparkling rays of light appear like stars in the night sky. What compared to the river? Why? The river is compared to the starry sky at night. This is so compared because the sparks of sunlight that reflect on the rippling rivers look like
stars in the sky. Stanza 3 There is no time to turn the look of the beauty, and watch her feet as they can dance. No time to wait until her mouth can enrich that smile her eyes have begun. Meaning Beauty Look - Her Feet Smile Eyes Started Matters Answers How does nature smile? The smile of nature is
the beauty of the earth. Why is it said that a smile starts with an eye? How does your mouth enrich a smile? Stanza 4 Poor Life is, if full of care, we don't have time to stand and watch.  The point of poor life is that such a troubled life is a useless life. The questions and answers, what kind of life is a bad
life? Poor life is one that is under the pressure of life commitments and forgets to enjoy the wonderful generosity of life. Life.
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